Could cold spot in the sky be a bruise from
a collision with a parallel universe?
31 May 2017, by Ivan Baldry
models of how the hot universe evolved up to an
age of 380,000 years.
However the cold spot is harder to work out. It is an
area of the sky about five degrees across that is
colder by one part in 18,000. This is readily
expected for some areas covering about one
degree – but not five. The CMB should look much
smoother on such large scales.
The power of galaxy data
A change in the density of galaxies can’t explain a cold
So what caused it? There are two main
spot in the sky. NASA and the European Space Agency. possibilities. One is that it could be caused by a
Credit: Noodle snacks
supervoid that the light has travelled through. But it

Scientists have long tried to explain the origin of a
mysterious, large and anomalously cold region of
the sky. In 2015, they came close to figuring it out
as a study showed it to be a "supervoid" in which
the density of galaxies is much lower than it is in
the rest of the universe. However, other studies
haven't managed to replicate the result.

could also be a genuine cold region from the early
universe. The authors of the new research tried to
find out by comparing new data on galaxies around
the cold spot with data from a different region of the
sky. The new data was obtained by the AngloAustralian Telescope, the other by the GAMA
survey.

The GAMA survey, and other surveys like it, take
the "spectra" of thousands of galaxies. Spectra are
images of light captured from a galaxy and spread
Now new research led by Durham University,
out according to its wavelengths. This provides a
submitted for publication in the Monthly Notices of pattern of lines emitted by the different elements in
the Royal Astronomical Society, suggests the
the galaxy. The further away the galaxy is, the
supervoid theory doesn't hold up. Intriguingly, that more the expansion of the universe shifts these
leaves open a pretty wild possibility – the cold spot lines to appear at longer wavelengths than they
might be the evidence of a collision with a parallel would appear on Earth. The size of this so-called
universe. But before you get too excited, let's look "redshift" therefore gives the distance to the galaxy.
at how likely that would actually be.
Spectra coupled with positions on the sky can give
us 3-D maps of galaxy distributions.
The cold spot can be seen in maps of the "cosmic
microwave background" (CMB), which is the
But the researchers concluded that there simply
radiation left over from the birth of the universe.
isn't a large enough void of galaxies to explain the
The CMB is like a photograph of what the universe cold spot – there was nothing too special about the
looked like when it was 380,000 years old and had galaxy distribution in front of the cold spot
a temperature of 3,000 degrees Kelvin. What we
compared to elsewhere.
find is that it is very smooth with temperature
deviations of less than one part in 10,000. These
deviations can be explained pretty well by our
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So, if there is mathematical backing for the
existence of parallel universes, is it so crazy to
think that the cold spot is an imprint of a colliding
universe? Actually, it is extremely unlikely.
There is no particular reason why we should just
now be seeing the imprint of a colliding universe.
From what we know about how the universe formed
so far, it seems likely that it is much larger than
what we can observe. So even if there are parallel
universes and we had collided with one of them –
unlikely in itself – the chances that we'd be able to
CMB as observed by Planck. Credit: ESA and the Planck
see it in the part of the universe that we happen to
Collaboration, CC BY-SA
be able to observe on the sky are staggeringly
small.
So if the cold spot is not caused by a supervoid, it
must be that there was a genuinely large cold
region that the CMB light came from. But what
could that be? One of the more exotic explanations
is that there was a collision between universes in a
very early phase.
Controversial interpretation

The paper also notes that a cold region of this size
could occur by chance within our standard model of
cosmology – with a 1%-2% likelihood. While that
does make it unlikely, too, it is based on a model
that has been well tested so we cannot rule it out
just yet. Another potential explanation is in the
natural fluctuations in mass density which give rise
to the CMB temperature fluctuations. We know
these exist on all scales but they tend to get smaller
toward large scales, which means they may not be
able to create a cold region as big as the cold spot.
But this may simply mean that we have to rethink
how such fluctuations are created.

The idea that we live in a "multiverse" made up of
an infinite number of parallel universes has long
been considered a possibility. But physicists still
disagree about whether it could represent a
physical reality or whether it's just a mathematical
quirk. It is a consequence of important theories like It seems that the cold spot in the sky will continue
to be a mystery for some time. Although many of
quantum mechanics, string theory and inflation.
the explanations out there seem unlikely, we don't
Quantum mechanics oddly states that any particle necessarily have to dismiss them as pure fantasy.
can exist in "superposition" – which means it can be And even if it takes time to find out, we should still
revel in how far cosmology has come in the last 20
in many different states simultaneously (such as
years. There's now a detailed theory explaining, for
locations). This sounds bizarre but it has been
the most part, the glorious temperature maps of the
observed in laboratories. For example, electrons
CMB and the cosmic web of galaxies which span
can travel through two slits at the same time –
across billions of light years.
when we are not watching. But the minute we
observe each slit to catch this behaviour, the
This article was originally published on The
particle chooses just one. That is why, in the
famous "Shroedinger's cat" thought experiment, an
animal can be alive and dead at the same time.
But how can we live with such strange
implications? One way to interpret it is to choose to
accept that all possibilities are true, but that they
exist in different universes.
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